
END OF TERM REPORT Summer 2017.  Name of Student: Wilf Air. Year: 3

Subject Expected 
Grade

Actual 
Grade Comments

Maths
A C

Wilf rea!y needs to do his homework to make sure that the sums I give him 

add up correctly.  He needs to look at his coursework and revise to help him 

in this endeavour.  

Mr L Division

Communication
A E

Unfortunately, what started o" as a promising year has tailed o" to a bit of 

a shambles.  Wilf has lots of ideas about how to put across the information 

they want to share, but struggles to make them come together and make 

sense to the audience.  I also #nd that Wilf says he has not said things he has 

and has said things he has not!  I would like to see more e"ort next year to 

be clear and speak the same language as the audience, once Wilf have 

engaged with them of course! 

Miss Clam

Economics
A C

Mr A has a rudimentary understanding of short-term economics but has a 

long way to go to gain a command of long-term and historical patterns of 

short-term gains causing long-term pains! 

Mrs Cash

Citizenship & 
Equality

A C
Wilf has made some progress with this subject, however more does need to 

be done to demonstrate his knowledge, cement his commitment and 

translate it into action.  Keep going! 

Mr Smith

Social Studies
B F

Wilf has sadly been lacking in his understanding of how his attitude in 

economics has a"ected his social studies work.  Unless this changes, he is 

unlikely to achieve his target next year. 

Mrs Blake

Law
B F

Unfortunately, this is Wilf’s weakest subject.  He refuses to accept the 

importance of legislation, the protections it o"ers and the impact of not 

working within the law on the individuals it protects.  Must do better. I would 

like Wilf to attend extra lessons next term and make use of the support 

available in school. 

Miss Justice

Head of Year 
Comments:

Unfortunately, what seemed to be a promising year for Wilf has been a bit of a let-down.  His grades in 

Communication, Economics and Maths as we! as his fundamental lack of wi!ingness to engage in his Law 

class mean that he is not achieving his potential.  With the help of his classmates and support and 

guidance from sta", he is we! able to improve and I hope for an improvement in attitude to learning 

next term.   Mrs Masters

Headteacher 
Comments:

Can and must do better to avoid exclusion. 

Mr Stern	
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